Introduction.
The papers of Brauer, Nesbitt, and Nakayama(1) have given a great deal of information about algebras with a radical. These cover wide and interesting, but nevertheless special, classes of algebras. This paper gives a new approach to the study of the most general class of algebras with a radical, starting from the fundamental theorem that every linear associative algebra is uniquely decomposable as the direct sum of a semisimple algebra and an algebra bound to its radical. Here an algebra is said to be bound to its radical (for short: a bound algebra) if the two-sided annihilators of the radical are contained in the radical. In the light of this result, further investigations on algebras with a radical may be confined to bound algebras. A bound algebra is largely determined by its radical. In particular (Theorem 3.8) if the radical is of order 5, the bound algebra is at most of order s2-r-s4-l.
A combination of the right and left representations of a bound algebra on its radical yields a faithful representation of the algebra modulo the twosided annihilator of the radical. To obtain a faithful representation of the bound algebra itself (Theorem 3.2) we must adjoin to this representation a system of "remnants" comparable to the factor sets used in the extension of groups or in the theory of normal simple algebras.
A bound algebra is composed (Theorem 3.6) of its radical combined with three orthogonal algebras of which two are semisimple. The third has a unit and is "doubly represented."
The final section of this paper is concerned with the problem of constructing all algebras with a given radical. Some examples are given to illustrate different aspects of this problem.
2. Decomposition of algebras. Let 21 be an arbitrary linear associative algebra and let 9x be its radical.
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[November Theorem 2.1. If a is a left ideal of 21, there is an idempotent e such that ct = (e);+ri where Xi c $t and rie = 0. If b is a right ideal, there is an idempotent f such that b = (/)r+r2 where x2 c $t and /r2 = 0. If c is a two-sided ideal, there is an idempotent g such that c = (g)i + x3 = (g)r-\-Xi where x3, r4 c $ff and r3g = gr4 = 0.
For the right or left ideals this theorem has been proved by the author(2). A two-sided ideal c may be considered as both a left ideal and a right ideal: c = (e)i + Xi, Xie = 0, XicUt, c = (/), + r2, /r2 = 0, r2c$R.
Here/ = we+ri where rie = 0 and e=fu+r2 where fr2 = 0. Hence fe = we =fu and/-e = ri -r2E 1ft. If xe (f)r+x2 = c, x=fv+s, se(9?(i c). Hence x = (e+r)v -\-s = ev-\-rv-\-s where rv-\-s e (3i n c), and so x e (e)r u (9t n c). But since e e c, (e)r <= c, whence c c (e)r u (9? n c) c c or c = (e)T u (1ft u c). But (3i n c) = 6(91 n c)+r3 where er3 = 0, r3c9t. Hence c = (e)ru (e(dt n c) +r3) = (e)r + r3. Thus in the two representations of (2.1) we may assume without loss of generality that the idempotents e and / are the same, which is the statement of the theorem.
Definition. An algebra 21 is said to be bound to its radical di (briefly :%is a bound algebra) if for c e 21, c9J = 3Jc = 0 implies that c e 1ft. Theorem 2.2. Any linear associative algebra is uniquely decomposable as the direct sum of a semisimple algebra and a bound algebra.
Let 21 be a linear associative algebra, and let Ht be its radical. The two" sided annihilators of Hi, elements c such that cHt = dlc = 0, form a two-sided ideal dt1. By Theorem 2.1 there is an idempotent g such that Ht' = (g)i-r-x3 = (g)r+Vi where r3, r4c 1R, r3g = 0, gr4 = 0. If Consider any a2. 9ta2 = 9tga2 = 0 a2 = 0. Also a21rl = ga2dl = g(a21ft) c gift = 0. Hence a2 e dt1, and so a2 = wg-\-r where r e Ht, rg = q. Here 0=a2g = wg and a2 = r£ Kt. Hence a2 = ga2 = grE gift = 0 and a2 = 0. Hence 2l2 = 0. Similarly 2l3 = 0. Hence (2.2) reduces to = 0. Since also 2l2 c 2li, SlIcSL, 2b and 214 are subalgebras of 21. Moreover the elements annihilated by g on both sides are in 2I4, and so 3? c 2t4. If 2Ii had a radical it would be part of the radical of 21, which is in 2l4. Hence 2b has no radical, and is semisimple. Moreover dt is the radical of 2l4. Suppose <z4 £ 2l4 is a two-sided annihilator of 9t. Then a4 £ (g)i+r3 and a4 = wg+r3 where r3g = 0. But 0=dig = wg, and so a4 = r3£ 9t. Hence the two-sided annihilators of 9t in 2l4 are in 3f, and 214 is bound to its radical dt. 21 is the direct sum of the semisimple algebra 2Ii and the bound algebra 2I4. Now suppose (2.5) 21 = 93 ©6
is any decomposition of 21 as the direct sum of a semi-simple algebra 93 and a bound algebra S. The unit h of 93 is a two-sided annihilator of £ and a fortiori of 3i c 6. Hence, under the decomposition (2.4) of 21, h = hi + hi and each of hi, hi is a two-sided annihilator of dt. But h = h2 = h2-r-hl, whence h\ = hi. As 2l4 is a bound algebra, hi c 9t. An idempotent can be in the radical only if it is zero, and so Ä4 = 0, h = hit 2Ii and h=gh = hg. A similar argument shows that g = hg= gh, starting from the decomposition of g in (2.5). Combining results, we obtain g = h. Evidently (2.5) as a direct sum is the two-sided Pierce decomposition of 21 with respect to h and consequently must be identical with (2.4). This proves the uniqueness part of the theorem. But in this paper it seems desirable to leave the representation in this form.
of Sl/9x'. (Note that dlr and $tl are both two-sided ideals.) A combination of (3.2) and (3.3) is better than either one separately.
If we put
we have the rules of combination
Here (3.4) subject to the combinatory rules (3.5) is a faithful representation of 21 modulo 91'.
Theorem 3.1. In the representation (3.4) every matrix R(ci) permutes with every matrix L(c2).
This well known theorem on representations is an immediate consequence of the associative law c2(9tci) = (c29i)ci.
To obtain a faithful representation of 21 we must extend the representation ( 
Here {71, 72} = (di, ■ ■ ■ , dq)' is determined by (3.13) 7i72 = 7i72 + r(7i, 72); r(yu 72) = 2~1 dkzkE?H'.
Proof. It is easily seen that (3.11) yields a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of 21 and the symbols [R(c), L(c), W(c)]. For (3.8) expresses c uniquely as the sum y+r and 7^7, y^[R(c), L(c)], r^W(c). It remains to show that the rules of combination (3.12) are in accord with this correspondence.
For the sum and scalar product this is evident. For the product Theorem 3.3. 77te remnants r(x, y) of (3.13) satisfy the following relations:
r(x + y,z) = r(x, z) 4-r(y, z), r(x, y + z) = r(x, y) 4-r(x, 2), r(kx, y) = r(x, ky) = kr(x, y),
From the definition of the representative 7 in (3.7) it follows immediately that (3.16) x + y = x + y, kx = kx, k e K;
whence the first three relations are easily derived. For the fourth relation, xyr(u, v) = (xy-\-r(x, y))r(u, v)=xyr(u, v) since (dt')2 = 0. The fifth relation may be derived in the same way. The last and perhaps the most important relation is obtained by multiplying out x(yz) = (xy)z. In constructing a bound algebra with a given radical it is this last relation which is most difficult to satisfy. 2. 21; awd 2lr are semisimple and 9i2t; = 0, 21r9i = 0.
3. 2I/9J is the direct sum of three semisimple algebras isomorphic to 21;, 2lr, 2V(2Li r> 9?).
Proof. 9tr and 9i' are both two-sided ideals and 21 itself may be considered a two-sided ideal, whence by Theorem 2.1 9?r = (ei), + ti, 9?r = (ei), + r2, <R' = (e»)r + r,, W = + r4, 21 = (e), + ft, 21 = (e), + r6, with relations on the r's as given in Theorem 2.1. Put ez = e -e\ -e2. Then it may be shown that e^e,, if*}, is a two-sided annihilator of 9f and that consequently the images of eu e2, and e3 in 21/9?' are orthogonal idempotents.
By Theorem 3.5 there exist orthogonal idempotents ei, ei, and ei in the classes of e\, e2, and e3 modulo 9i'. Just as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 it may be shown that ei, ei, and e' = e{ +e2' +ei may be used in the representation of the ideals in (3.20). Stated formally:
Lemma. Without loss of generality it may be assumed that the idempotents of (3.20) satisfy the following relations:
(3.21) ee\ = exe = e\, ee2 = e2e = e2, e\e2 = e2e\ = 0. Now put 2ll = ei2lei, 2fr = e22le2, and W.d = eMez. Here elt e2, and e3 are the units of 21;, 21,, and 21,; respectively, and the orthogonality of these algebras is an immediate consequence of the orthogonality of these idempotents. This is the first property mentioned in the theorem. To prove the decomposition (3.22) 21 = 8t, + är+ (H,,u9t)f take any x of 21. From the relations (3.20) x = ew-\-t where t e 9t, et = 0. Here ex = ew, x = ex-\-t. Also ex = ue-\-s with s e 9i, se = 0 and so exe = ue, ex = exe-\-s, x = exe-\-s-\-t = exe-\-p with p e 9t. Hence x = (ei-r-e2-{-ez)x(ei-{-e2-\-es)+P = eixei-\-e2xe2-\-ezxez-r-p* = xi-\-xr-\-{xd-\-p*)-Here p* =23,vjC<*ej+p c 9i since dxej is in the radical. For e\xej e 9tr= (ei);-f-r2, e\xej = ue\-\-t where t e 9t, tei = 0. Hence Q = e\xeje\ = uei and eixej = t e 9t. A similar argument holds for all the dxej, j^i.
To show that the sum x = Xi-\-rr-\-(xd-\-p*) is unique it is enough to show that (3.23) 0 = xt + xr + (xi + p*) implies that Xi, x" and Xd+p* all vanish. For 0 = Xie\-\-xTe\-\-{xd+p*)ej and here xrei = xre2ej =0, Xde^x^e^O, and since p* e 9i,p*ei = 0. Hence xi =xiei = 0. Then Q = eixr-\-e2{xd-\-p*) and e2Xd = 0, e2p* = 0, and so xr = e2xr = 0. Now asx; = 0, xr = 0, then from (3.23) xa-\-p* = 0. This proves the decomposition (3.22).
For the second property, since 2lr = e22Ie2 and e29t = 0 it follows that 2Ir9t = 0. Similarly 9?H, = 0.
It remains-to show that 2Ir and 21; are semisimple. If 2tr contained a nilpotent ideal r, then r2t c r2b 4-r9i = r 4-r9i
by the decomposition (3.22) and the orthogonality of 21;, 2Ir, and 2Id-Here r-f-rS? would be a nilpotent ideal in 21 and hence contained in 9t, whence r would be contained in 9t. But 2lr cannot contain any elements of 9f since e2, the unit of 2lr, is a left annihilator of 9?. In the same way it may be shown that 21; is semisimple.
Applying the homomorphism 21->2t/9? to the decomposition (3.22) we have (3.24) 21/9? = 2l; 8 2b 8 2U
21. being the image of 21*. The sum is direct since the e,-and a fortiori their images are orthogonal. Since 21; and 21r are semisimple they must be isomorphic to their images. And as 9f-»0 21^ u 9f^>2l<. u 0 = 2ti. The radical of 2bi is 2ld n 9i and so 2Id = 2Li/(2I<* " 91).
Theorem 3.7. 9t-*-9t2Ir, 9f->2l;9I are faithful representations of 2Ir and 21;
respectively. Neither of the mappings 9t->9t2I<i and 9E-»2l<j9J maps onto zero any element of 2I«j not in 9t. Hence 9t->9t2I,i is a faithful representation of tia/bi and 9f-*2ld9f is a faithful representation of 3Id/ö2(4) where bi, b2 c 9t, i\ = 0, b| = 0.
Suppose the mapping 9i-»9x2lr represents some z of 2b as 0. Then 9tz = 0, but 2tr9i = 0, and so z9i = 0. Hence as a two-sided annihilator of 9J, z belongs to 9i. But by the preceding theorem 2b contains no elements of 9i. Hence z = 0 and 9t->9t2Ir is a faithful representation. Similarly 9J-»2l;9t is a faithful representation.
If 9i->9f2l<; represents a z e 2ld by zero, then 9?z = 0, ze 9ir=(ei)r + ri = (ei); + r2. For any w e 9ir, w = eiwei+t with t e 9t, eiwei e 21;, and so for z e 9tr, z £ 2Id, z = £ £ 9i. Hence the only elements of 21«; represented by zero in 9i->9t2l<; are elements of 9f. Those elements mapped onto zero form a twosided ideal bi in 9t, and since 9Jbi = 0 a fortiori b2 = 0. Similarly we may treat the representation 9t->21<;9i. Theorem 3.8. If a radical 9? is of order s, then an algebra 21 bound to 9? is at most of order 52 4-5 4-1. whence 21; may be called the left represented subalgebra, 2b the right represented subalgebra. In the sense of Theorem 3.7 Sid may be called the doubly represented subalgebra. Now we appeal to the theorems on fully reducible matric algebras as they appear in Weyl's The Classical Groups, Their Invariants and Representations, chap. 3. As 21; is semisimple, the representation 9?->2I;9? is fully reducible, the irreducible components corresponding to the simple algebras whose direct sum is 21;. If 2l; = 2fi© • • • ©21" where the 21,-are simple, then the representation breaks up into blocks of degrees gu ■ ■ ■ , gn, gn+i = s -(gi+gi+ • • • +gn), the ith block containing a certain number of equivalent irreducible representations of 2I" and the last vanishing. The commutator algebra of 21; will break up into blocks Bu ■ ■ ■ , Bn, Bn+x where Bi is the commutator algebra of the ith block, i=\, ■ ■ ■ , n, and Bn+i is the complete g2n+\ matric algebra. From Weyl, page 93, the orders hi and hi of 21,-and Bi respectively satisfy hihi =g\ior i = \, ■ ■ ■ , n and hi+1 =gl+i-Now every element of 2b and every element of 2li not in 9t has a proper representation c<=U?(c) from Theorem 3.7, and by Theorem 3.1 R(c) must be a subalgebra of the commutator algebra of L(c). Hence the order of 21 does not exceed the order of 21; plus the order of the commutator of 21; plus the order of 91. Hence the order of 21 is at most n 2 n 2 2 X) (ki + hi) + gn+l + s = X) (hi + Si/hi) + gn+l + s.
1=1 <=1
The g's and h's are positive integers (gn+i might be zero) and the sum of the g's is 5. Here it is very easy to show that Z (hi + gi/h) + gl+1 ^s'+s+l i=i and that equality holds only when « = 1, gi = s, and hi = l or s2. This proves the theorem. This result is the best possible since we could have an algebra with 9i2 = 0, 21; the complete 52 matric algebra and 2Ir the scalar algebra of order 1. On the other hand, when 9t2?^0 the order of 21 must be less than s2-|-5 4-l and it should be possible to obtain various improvements on this theorem. 4. Construction of bound algebras. In constructing all algebras bound to a given radical dt, we turn to representation (3.11), remembering that from Theorem 3.6 we need determine only 2b, 21;, 2ld separately.
When 2ld is void, equations (3.25) make the construction of the algebra relatively easy. Any two semisimple matric algebras which permute with each other and the representations of elements of dt may be considered the right and left represented subalgebras of an algebra bound to dt. The construction of algebras in which 2ld is not void offers many more difficulties. In the first place 2ld is not usually semisimple and its right and left representations may be different algebras. Moreover the faithful representation of 2fd in (3.11) may involve remnants which must be chosen to satisfy equations (3.15).
Theorem 4.1. Given a nilpotent algebra dt of order s, let the right representation of r e dt on a basis of dt be r->R(r) and the left representation be r^>L(r).
If, in the homomorphism dt->dt/dtl, r->p, then p+±[R(r), L(r)] is a faithful
is a right-left representation of an s by s matric algebra 21' whose radical is dt/dt1 and that every R(ci) permutes with every L(c2); (2) remnants r(x, y) are chosen from 31' for every pair x,y of elements of %' such that equations (3.15) are satisfied; and (3) the remnants Kp>> Pi) are such that p,-may be considered representatives of classes of dt modulo dt'. Then (3.11) yields a faithful representation of an algebra bound to dt, the rules of combination being given by (3.12) and (3.13).
Theorem 3.2 shows that every bound algebra has a representation (3.11). This theorem shows that conversely the symbols (3.11) define an algebra bound to dt providing that certain conditions are satisfied. The proof is direct though a little tedious and will only be sketched here. It must be shown that the rules (3.12) and (3.13) actually define an associative algebra and it is here that we need equations (3.15) and the permutability of R(ci) and L(c2). Moreover conditions 1 and 2 assure us that the radical of this algebra is di, and neither more nor less. That 21 is bound to dt is an immediate consequence of the fact that the elements of 21 are properly represented on dt apart from 9?' c dt.
In practise the following theorem is of use: Thus in all five cases and for any radical five similar bound algebras will exist. Let SR be any nilpotent algebra and ex and e2 two orthogonal idempotents. For any r £ SR let exr = r, rex = 0, e2r = 0, re2 = r. Then we might have Case I. 2Id is void.
Here 21 = 2tr -|-21 z -|-5Ji and 3b and 21; are faithfully represented without remnants.
(a) 21; is void or I. Then 2b is void or any semisimple matric algebra of the permissible form. These can be of order 1, 2, or 4.
(b) 2b contains E, I -E, or both. Then 2L is void or contains F, I-F or both.
Case II. 2ld contains only one element independent of SR. This element can be taken as an idempotent e.
(a) e is a left unit of 21. 21; must be void. If e is a right unit, then 2L is void, and 21 = 21<i = (l, SR).
We may also have, using automorphisms to simplify the form of the matrices, e^ [F, I, 0] . Throughout this example, as a consequence of Theorem 3.5, all remnants may be taken as zero.
